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Let's get you wed!
Whoop! I'm so excited & honoured that you've chosen me to capture your wedding
day, and I'm really looking forward to it!
Over twelve years shooting weddings I've seen it all, what's worked well and also
what hasn't! So, I've put together this handy guide for you to give you all my insider
know how and tips to help make your day amazing. There's also loads of info about
how we can work together to capture you the best wedding photos ever!
In here you'll find top tips on how to keep everything running smoothly, keeping your
day relaxed as well as my recommendations of the very best suppliers I've worked
with over the years.
I hope this will be a really helpful resource for you on your planning journey, and if
you need anything else along the way just shout.
Big love,
Lydia xo

why have an engagement shoot?
You might have an engagement shoot included in your package,
or you might have wondered what an engagement shoot is or
what they're for. An engagement shoot takes place any time
before your wedding, we basically get together and take some
pictures of you guys and get to know each other a little bit. 'But
why would I want more photos?' I hear you cry. 'I hate having my
picture taken.' Yep, I totally get it. I hate having my photo taken
too (possibly the reason I became a photographer!) but if you feel
like this this might actually be a really good reason to book one in.
Hear me out here… an engagement shoot is kind of like a practice
run. You get to experience what it’s going to be like being
photographed on the day. This almost always takes the stress out
of it for couples who are nervous because it'll help you realise it’s
really not going to be so painful after all.
I pride myself on making the experience of being photographed as
relaxed and fun as possible and almost everyone says at the end
of their session that wasn't as bad as they were expecting, and
that they even enjoyed it!
Also, as we’ll get to know each other a little bit at your
engagement shoot you’ll feel more relaxed with me on the day.
And if you’re more relaxed, we'll get better pictures. Simples.

when & where should we have our shoot?
Some couples opt to have them a year or so before their wedding if they
want to have something to look forward to during a long engagement, or if
they want to use the images for save the dates or invitations. Others
combine it with their pre wedding consultation, about a month to six weeks
before the day. Engagement shoots usually take place Tuesdays-Fridays
and are subject to availability which as you can imagine gets a little limited
in the Summer months particularly, so do book yours in early.
The location is totally up to you. Locations up to 60miles from SP3 are
included but I’m happy to go anywhere. You can choose some where
significant to you; your wedding venue as a bit of a recce or just somewhere
beautiful! Though it's worth noting private land including National Trust
properties require a license and fee so do check before hand.

what should we wear?
Whatever you like and feel comfortable in! If you wear your favourite
clothes you’ll feel more confident in front of the camera. Block colours rather
than busy prints, and colour (rather than black) looks better on camera and
where possible avoid logos.
If you’re going to bring a bag ensure it’s small or you don’t mind popping it
on the ground so you can be hands free for the shoot. You might want to
combine it with your hair and makeup trial – you can see what it will look
like on camera and you’ll look doubly gorgeous! Make sure you’re still you
though - if you live in your jeans then it makes sense to wear them.
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your wedding morning
AKA WHEN SHIT GETS REAL
This is one of my favourite parts of the day to shoot and will really
add to the story of your wedding day and in your photographs. The
time you spend with your family and friends before saying ‘I do’ is
really precious and always starts out super chilled but, it will fly past.
I normally arrive two hours before the ceremony starts depending on
travel time and photograph the details (outfits, shoes, jewellery etc.)
followed by documentary shots of the preparations and finally a first
look followed by a few relaxed shots of all of you dressed and ready
to go!
From a photographic point of view, the ideal space would be
spacious, light and tidy as clutter really shows up on camera. Though
in reality with lots of people getting ready it often isn’t, and that’s fine
by me as long as you don’t mind a little bit of mess in the pictures.
When considering booking a hotel room for this part of the day
consider whether it has big windows, lots of natural light and space in
the room aside from just around the bed! Light is the most important
element for me and your makeup artist should place you near to
natural light coming from the window onto your face, as this is what
works best for both make up and photos but occasionally I
recommend a change of location when I arrive, this will help me
deliver the very best images for you. For this reason conservatories
are always a good choice for a prep location!
We’ll discuss the timings and travel as part of your pre wedding
consultation and the plan of the day. I’ll need to leave before you and
would be appreciative if you could check the availability of parking for
me (or save me a spot!) at the venue as I’ll have all of my gear with
me, and need to move quickly once I arrive.

Pro tips - trust me on these!
Make sure your outfits are on a decent matching hangers, little details
make all the difference to the photos!
Cut any labels out before the day. Hunting for scissors is a real time
suck!
Gather together all the details you want photographed and either pop
them in a bag or on a table for me. Then you won't be up and down
from the make up chair every time I ask where your jewellery/shoes/tie
are.
Get ready with your nearest and dearest - keep the numbers small,
loads of people will up the pressure, trust me.
Have your wedding party get into their outfits before you - that way
they’ll be ready to help you get dressed and they will look good in
those photos too.
Aim to be dressed at least 15 minutes before I need to leave for the
ceremony, which allows time for a first look with your parents or
wedding party as well as some relaxed photos together before I have
to leave.
Clearly communicate the time you need to be dressed with your hair
and make up team & anyone getting ready with you, including parents.
Often they’re aiming for the ceremony time and I need to arrive at the
ceremony location half an hour before hand to photograph your
partner and a few other things. When times run late it adds stress,
and means precious photos like the first look get missed.
Breathe, make time to eat, and remember that the day you’ve planned
for months is here – don’t stress over things you can’t change. Time
might run away a bit but it’ll all be fine.

I HARDLY NOTICED LYDIA WAS THERE BUT
SHE CAPTURED ALL THE SPECIAL MOMENTS
. . . IT WAS LIKE HAVING A FRIEND WITH US

the i dos
The ceremony, be it a civil, humanist or a religious service, is pure
documentation for me. My approach is unobtrusive, I don't use flash
and move as little as possible. I want to catch the looks on your
faces when you first see each other, happy smiles in the crowd,
tears and the first kiss.
Take your time as you walk down the aisle and leave plenty of
space and time before your entrance to ensure you’re not obscured
by anyone else walking in front of you. I've had a few brides barely
visible due to vicars right in front of them!
Please check with whoever is conducting your ceremony whether
they have any photography restrictions and reassure them that I
never use flash during the ceremony or get in the way. Sadly some
vicars choose to request photographers stay at the back and some
put a ban on photos altogether after negative experiences with the
odd bad apple. It’s better to be aware of any restrictions before the
day so that you’re not disappointed afterwards. Sadly I have had
some couples say the vicar is relaxed only to find the opposite on
the day so keep that in mind. I always do the best I can but
ultimately have to respect their boundaries.
My preference is to capture the signing of the marriage document
as it happens rather than posing a photo of you holding the pen!
Afterwards we'll do a quick group photo of you with your
witnesses too.

After the ceremony I usually take a photo of you exiting the ceremony location,
immediately followed by a confetti shot if you're having one. Ideally it's best
for you two to sneak off and have a few minutes alone while I arrange your
guests for this. Then you can greet everyone afterwards. From experience this
keeps things flowing nicely, otherwise I've found setting it up later is tricky as
everyone is desperate to speak to you. It's lovely for you to have a moment
alone straight after too, as often you won't have seen each other all morning,
and for the rest of the day you'll be with all your guests.
More and more couples are choosing to have an ‘unplugged’ ceremony –
where you ask your guests to put down their cameras and phones and be
present to watch the wedding with their eyes (rather than through a phone!).
It’s also particularly handy for me to avoid photos of you coming down the
aisle with a myriad of mobile phones obscuring the view! If you’re considering
an ‘unplugged’ wedding you could use some wording in your order of service
like the paragraph on the next page. Alternatively signage and an
announcement from the celebrant does the trick too. It’s becoming a more and
more common preference now so your guests will be understanding of your
wishes I’m sure.

Our unplugged ceremony
'We want you to be able to relax and have fun with
us today! This in mind, we invite you to put down all
your devices and just be present in the moment with
us. We want to see your smiling faces as we walk
down the aisle, and not your gadgets.
Please leave your camera in your bag (we’ve got
photography covered!), and put your mobile on
silent.
We’re happy to share our professional wedding
photos later, but the greatest gift you can give us
today is just being fully here with us in this special
moment’

My top confetti tips
1) Ensure everyone knows when to throw it.
(An announcement from your celebrant usually works best)

2) Provide it if you want it, as people rarely bring it with them
these days.

3) Delegate someone to give it out after the ceremony.

4) You can never have too much!

5) Larger pieces show up better on camera
(Bio degradable paper is better than the dried petals)

6) Confetti canons are always a good idea!

Extras

the reception
Until you get married, you don’t realise how much there actually is to get done during the
drinks reception. My to do list as a photographer is pretty bonkers too. I spend the full
length of the reception rushing around to capture it all, it’s the busiest time of the day for
me. My check list includes: Relaxed candid shots of the guests, group photos, detail shots
in the dining area, photos of the drinks and canapés, and portraits of the couple.
It sounds obvious but of course it takes time to capture these images, and rushing them just
won't give you the best possible results. I’ll be grabbing relaxed, natural candids whenever
I can in between the big moments, and we’ll ensure when we go over your timeline during
your pre-wedding consultation that there’s enough time for plenty of these shots as they're
most likely why you've booked me.

Candids have become a bit of a speciality for me and I hear all the time 'we love
your natural ones' or 'we just want loads of relaxed photos'. I’ll be unobtrusively
moving through your guests, taking shots of laughter, hugs, smiles and capturing
the bits of your day you won’t get to see. These in between moments are my
absolute favourite thing to capture for you and will really help you to relive the day
afterwards.
As a general rule to factor in enough time for all of these photographs you need to
allow a minimum of an hour and a half to two hours for the reception. The good
news is this also means more relaxing time for you to have a drink with your mates!

Having a two hour reception will really make a difference to helping you feel
more relaxed on the day. I don't want to spend the whole drinks reception
marching you from one group shot to the next, or dragging you away from your
mates for photos. If you allow plenty of time it won't feel like one long to do list,
it'll give you plenty of time to enjoy your wedding yourself too.
People often worry that there won’t be anything for their guests to do, but
honestly, this won’t be a problem. Your friends and family will be happy catching
up with each other and the time will fly by! Though if you want to bring in
activities or lawn games this makes for good photos too!

MY CHECK LIST INCLUDES: RELAXED CANDID SHOTS OF THE GUESTS,
GROUP PHOTOS, DETAIL SHOTS IN THE DINING AREA, PHOTOS OF THE
DRINKS AND CANAPÉS, AS WELL AS PORTRAITS OF YOU TWO.

the group shots
I know this is the bit of the day that most people dread the most. But with
a bit of team work it doesn't need to be slow and painful and I've got
some advice based years shooting groups to make them as quick and
easy as possible.
As part of your pre wedding consultation we’ll discuss the best point to
do your group shots. As a general rule I always prefer to give you at least
twenty minutes breathing space after the ceremony to relax, have a drink
and say hello to all your friends and family who have travelled to be with
you. That way while we’re taking the photographs you won’t feel too torn
away as you’ll have enjoyed a bit of your drinks reception already and
come down off your massive adrenaline high following the ceremony! The
only exception to this would be if it looked like it was going to rain, in
which case I like to start the photos a bit sooner so we can get them done
in natural light outdoors which is always the most flattering.
I almost always recommend having your group shots as part of your
drinks reception rather than at the church to both allow you some time to
relax and also to let anyone who will not be part of the group shots to
enjoy themselves and have a drink, rather than milling around and feeling
obliged to wait outside the church.
This takes the pressure off a bit, avoids you having a large audience and
just makes the whole experience less stressful. However, if you have your
heart set on some family shots outside the church then do let me know. I
often do just the parents or immediate family at church and the rest at the
venue which is a good middle ground.
Of course the location is always weather dependent too, and this includes
in the case of bright sunshine as well as rain. In bright sun I’ll always need
a shady area for photographs to avoid harsh shadows and squinting!

Most people opt to go with my recommended list of photos (listed on the
next page) which covers all family members and keeps everyone happy
without the need for lots of variations of the same shot. Whatever shots you
want I strongly advise keeping your list to between five and eight as the
more time group shots take, the less time there is for you to enjoy the day
and for me to capture the beautiful candid images and other, more natural
shots. As a rule of thumb, each group can take about 5-10 minutes to
orchestrate. I like to work quickly and keep the shots quite informal and
relaxed and aim to get them all done in 20 minutes.
I’ll need the help of your family to get things done as quickly as possible.
Choose a family member from each side who will know who the people in
the group shots are. Often these people are not the bestman / ushers /
bridesmaids who generally won’t have any more of a clue than I do who
Aunty Joan is!
Prep the chosen people in advance, and let them know they’ll need to be on
it to help the group shots run quickly and smoothly and keep them pain free!
Don’t worry, I’ll bring a copy of your group shot list with me so you and they
don’t have something else to remember on the day.
Don't be tempted to go looking for family yourself as you'll almost definitely
get pulled into a conversation and it'll take even longer - trust me on this
one. If people can't see the couple stood together ready for the photos
they'll assume they're not happening yet.
Also I aim to capture a few relaxed group shots earlier in the day if possible
to reduce the time taken up in the drinks reception. For example I should
have been able to capture one partner and their wedding party and parents
in the morning as part of the preparations, and the other with their parents
and wedding party before the ceremony. This means we've already ticked a
few off the list and saves time. I do need your help to make this happen
though and this is where clear communication with your glam squad and
parents is essential as if time runs over it's not possible.

my trialled & tested
suggested group shot list
Here's my list of suggested group shots which I've honed over the
years to keep things quick and cover all the bases. Of course
everyone’s family is different and often separations can add an extra
shot here or there to accommodate both sides of the family, but this
is generally my jumping off point.

1) Couple + person A’s extended family
(all aunties, uncles, cousins etc)
2) Couple + partner A’s immediate family
3) Couple + partner A’s parents
4) Couple + both sets of parents
5) Couple + partner B’s parents
6) Couple + partner B’s immediate family
7) Couple + partner B’s extended family
8) Couple + The Wedding Party
(ushers/bridesmaids etc)

portraits
The couple shots are one of the bits of the day people are most
nervous about. I get it, you’ve never hired a pro photographer to
take your photograph before, and you’re probably not a
professional model, it’s all just a bit weird right?
Please don’t worry, I promise to keep the whole experience relaxed
and pain free without giving you the ick or forcing you into cheesy
poses.
We’ll have a chat before the day about the best time & place to do
your couple shots. If your ceremony and reception are in two
different locations it’s usually best to do your shots en route; that
way I don’t have to drag you away from your party once you’ve
joined the drinks reception and also it gets a big tick off the to do
list nice and early.
If the whole day is in once space I’ll give you as much chill time as
possible first and usually leave it until just before dinner, weather
allowing.
I have a few tricks and games up my sleeve to make it fun and
relaxed, with no awkwardness at all. Often couples are surprised at
how much they actually enjoy it. It’s a lovely time to get away for a
few moments as you won’t get much time to yourselves on the day!

My Top Three Tips For Epic Couples' Shots

1. get away

2. get into golden hour

3. dont stress about the dress

The more relaxed you are the better the results will
be. There is nothing relaxing about Aunty Joan and
her ipad over my shoulder so getting you away
from your guests prying eyes is priority number one.

The best light is at sunset so I might take you away
between courses or before your first dance. These
are often the best images of the day, it doesn’t hurt
that by this point you’ll have had a few drinks and
nearly all the official jobs are done!

Don’t worry about getting your dress dirty when
you put it down on the floor, you’ve bought it to
wear for this one day, and to look shit hot in the
pics. You probably won't ever wear it again so enjoy
it and go with the flow. I promise the results will be
worth it.

Extras

the speeches
When it comes to the speeches think carefully about when you’d like them to happen. From
experience having them between courses gives a stop start feel to the atmosphere of the
wedding breakfast. It’s also tricky for the catering team who might be timing that pink beef
perfectly for you, in which case Dad’s speech over running could spell disaster! It can be a
good idea to get them out of the way before dinner, to allow nervous speakers to enjoy their
meal (with a glass of wine or two!).
Also have a think about the positioning of the top table, and whether to choose round or
long. With a round table it’s often impossible for me to get images of the people with their
backs to the room, unless the table is in the middle of the room. For this reason a long table
can often be preferable, or if possible place your round table in the centre of the dining room

so we can capture all of your nearest and dearest’s tears and laughter at one of the most
emotional times of the day.
I’ll get a good balance of images of the speaker, as well as guest reactions. It’s one of my
favourite bits of the day, and usually photo gold! No-one wants to be photographed
while they’re eating, so when the food comes out I take a break. Wedding days are long
and physically demanding, and I carry extensive kit so I ask that you please provide a hot
meal for me. Please ask the caterers to serve us at the same time you so that we’re
finished and ready to capture everything that happens afterwards without any delays or
indigestion! This is especially important if your speeches are in between courses or
immediately after dinner.

the first dance
This is the last official job to tick off the list before you get to really
let your hair down and party hard. It's important to time it right, the
ideal time is about forty five minutes after the end of dinner, which
gives everyone a chance to get up, go to the loo have a little chill
and a much needed coffee before revving up again for the dance
floor.
Make sure you and your band are one hundred percent on the same
page about when they’re setting up and when they’re playing. If
they’re not playing your first dance and it’s on a track they should
still be there ready and waiting to start playing as soon as you’ve
had your first dance. Trust me, the lull afterwards otherwise will be
wayyyyy more cringey than the three minute sway.
It’s also a good idea to cut your cake immediately before hand, and
then head straight onto the dancefloor. This just means you only
need to gather your guests once, otherwise the cake cutting can
feel a little bit underwhelming, the first dance is the perfect follow
up and climax to the day.
I get that you might be dreading the first dance, if a load of people
watching you sway around is your idea of hell, I’ve listed a few tips
on the next page just for you. Whatever you do enjoy it and be in
the moment, the day will pass super quickly from here on in. If
you’ve chosen the package ‘up to the first dance’ I'll usually stay for
a few songs after to capture some party shots & the evening
atmosphere too before finishing for the day.

My Top Three Tips For Dancing Without 'The Ick'

have fun

get your mates involved

release the canons!

This sounds obvious, but really the best advice is to
forget people are watching and indulge in some
silliness and fun. One of my couples did the twist
from Pulp Fiction and another jumped around to a
Trance number which was way more fun and got
the party started!

Think Flash mob vibes, think singalong style
anthems (hello Wonderwall) think getting everyone
in a circle, arms around each other & swaying
together. Doing the first dance together is way less
serious and embarrassing than going it alone.

Confetti canons are the bomb (sorry, couldn’t
resist!) They look amazing on camera at any part of
the day, but work really well as part of your first
dance and make it a bit more fun than just the old
three minute sway.

'dream team, assemble!'
I know when you're starting with google or endlessly scrolling
insta hashtags it can be really hard to get a feel for what
wedding suppliers will actually be like to work with.
I've collaborated with all of the people recommended on the
following pages so I know that as well as being a super
talented bunch of industry experts they're also blummin'
lovely folks to deal with.
I've done the leg work, so you don't have to. Enjoy! You can
thank me later.

florists

make up & hair
Charlotte Tillyer HMUA charlottetillyer.co.uk
Yasmin Biligic HMUA facebook.com/YaseminBilgicMakeupArtistry
Louise Alway Hair louisealway.com
Totally Flawless HMUA totallyflawless.co.uk
Riot Hardressing riothairdressing.co.uk
Tara Sanger MUA tarasangermakeup.co.uk
Samantha Stevenson Hair samantha-stevenson.com
Rosie Blush HMUA rosieblush.com
Frances Moore HMUA francesmoorehmua.co.uk
(MUA= make up artist / HMUA = hair & make up artist)

videographers
Ben Radley benradleyweddingfilms.co.uk
Shutterbox shutterboxfilms.co.uk
Jay Films jay-films.com/
Skinnyboy skinnyboyfilms.com
Wild Heart Films wildheartfilms.co.uk
Shona Nolan shonanolanphotoandvideo.co.uk/videography/
Andrew Collin andrewcollin.co.uk/

decor & props
Lulabee lulabee.co.uk/
Lo & Behold Bespoke loandbeholdbespoke.com/
Love with Letters lovewithletters.co.uk/
Purple Door Props purpledoorprops.com
Bubblegum Balloons bubblegumballoons.co.uk
Boomting Bunting boomtingbunting.com
Folly Hire follyhire.com

White Horse Flower Co thewhitehorseflowercompany.co.uk
Smoke & Thistle instagram.com/smokeandthistle
Bud Flora budflora.com
Bramble & Wild brambleandwild.com
Jenni Bloom jennibloom.com
Eden Blooms edenblooms.co.uk
Pampelmousse pamplemoussedorset.com

bands & djs
The Deloreans facebook.com/Deloreons/
Vivo vivoband.co.uk/
The Function Band thefunction.band
Summer Sons summersonsband.co.uk
Mister Kanish misterkanish.com
Jonny Hepbir Trio jonnyhepbir.com
Tom Martin Music instagram.com/tommartinmusic/
Hampshire Event DJS hampshireeventdjs.co.uk
Farnham Sound & Light farnhamsoundandlight.co.uk/

food
Kalm Kitchen kalmkitchen.co.uk
McKrimmon & Reid mckrimmonandreid.com
The Ministry of Food ministryoffoodhampshire.co.uk/eat
Fat Hog & Big Pan fathogandbigpancatering.co.uk
Falvo Pizza falvo.co.uk
Bubble Bros (drinks!) bubblebros.co.uk
Sweet Feast Grazing instagram.com/sweetfeastgrazing

stationery & calligraphy
The Dewinton Paper Co. dewintonpaperco.co.uk
Judy Broad judybroadcalligraphy.co.uk
Written Boutique instagram.com/written_boutique
Blue Pumpkin Studio bluepumpkinstudio.co.uk
Copperleaf Calligraphy instagram.com/copperleafcalligraphy
Lulabee lulabee.co.uk
Lo & Behold Bespoke loandbeholdbespoke.com
Lou Paper loupaper.co.uk

cakes
Lisa Notley Cake Design lisanotleycakedesign.co.uk
Fancie Cake fanciecake.co.uk
Little Mallow instagram.com/little_mallow_
Bella Cakes bellacakes.co.uk

stylists & co-ordinators
accessories
Rachel Simpson rachelsimpsonshoes.co.uk
Charlotte Mills Shoes charlottemills.com
Freya Rose Shoes freyarose.com/
Victoria Furgusson Accessories victoriafergusson.co.uk
Tilly Thomas Lux tillythomaslux.com
Victoria Percival victoriapercival.com/
Wild Wolf Accessories instagram.com/wild.wolf.accessories
Ashley Wild Bridal ashleywildbridal.co.uk

dresses
Hannah Elizabeth Bridal hannahelizabethbridal.com
Anna Bridal annabridal.co.uk
Brides of Winchester bridesofwinchester.co.uk
Miss Bush missbush.co.uk
Rock the Frock rockthefrockbridal.co.uk
Nortier Shallow nortiershallow.com
Joanne Flemming joanneflemingdesign.com
Rosa Bloom (sequins!!!) rosabloom.com

What Peggy Did Next whatpeggydidnext.co.uk
Rebecca K Events rebeccakevents.com
Lo & Behold Bespoke loandbeholdbespoke.com
Beth A bethaweddings.com

photo booths
The Photo Lounge the-photo-lounge.co.uk
Pikabooth pikabooth.uk
Switswoo switswoo.co.uk
Airstream Studio airstreamstudio.uk

Don’t see what you’re looking
for? Just ask! If I don’t know a
particular supplier chances are
one of my industry buddies
will. I’m happy put the word
out for whatever you’re after.
xo

happy planning!
I really hope this guide has given you loads of helpful advice, some food for
thought or a few ideas.
While of course I'll be turning up to your wedding with great kit, as well as
all my expertise and know how, getting great wedding photos is a team
effort; and by making use of all the tips and tricks I've given you here, you'll
be helping me to give you the very best photos I can deliver.
I'm looking forward to hearing about your day in more detail at you prewedding consultation which will be around six weeks before your day. If you
have any other questions, or want to chat anything over before then, just
give me a shout!
Happy planning & big love,
Lydia xo

tel: 07792047776
info@lydiastampsphotography.com

